
Preparation Document: “Guardian of the Walls”

190520211430

General Message:

1. Operation “Guardian of the Walls” started on Monday, the 10th of May
2021, when Hamas took credit for the firing of 6 rockets at Jerusalem.

2. Since then, Hamas has fired more than 3,750 rockets to Israel –
starting from the surrounding of the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem, and the
Central of Israel.

3. More than 550 of the rockets have landed inside of the Gaza Strip.
4. The Iron dome has been successfully intercepting rockets at a rate of 90

percent.
5. In response to Hamas aggression, the IDF has launched hundreds of

precision strikes on Hamas’s infrastructure, including launching sites,
operational residences, intelligence sites, naval warehouses and storage
sites.

6. 113 direct hits into Israel. 138 including shrapnel. 207 total rockets landed
in Israel, the remainder in open fields.

The IDF hit high ranking commanders in the Hamas terror organization:

○ Commander of the Western Jabalia Company.

○ Senior Research and Development Officer.

○ Head of the Military Intelligence Department.

○ Head of the Counter Espionage Department.

○ Head of the Technical Military Department.

Israeli Injuries and Casualties (As of Wednesday 19/05/2021 14:30):

o Total number of Israeli casualties: 12 casualties, including one IDF
soldier.

o MDA personnel provided medical treatment to a total of 50 injured
Israeli civilians, 7 of whom were hit by shrapnel. This includes a
56-year-old man who was killed in the Ramat Gan city near Tel Aviv
with an additional 6 Israeli civilians in light condition.
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o 43 civilians needed medical treatment from MDA staff after being
injured before they could reach a protected area. This includes a
75-year-old woman who is now in critical condition with a head injury,
with an additional Israeli civilian in moderate condition and 41 lightly
injured. In addition, 29 Israelis were treated for anxiety induced by the
rocket fire.

o Since the beginning of Operation Guardian of the Walls, over 309
Israelis wounded have been treated by MDA medics and paramedics
across the country. 12 were killed by direct hits from Hamas
rockets, 2 who were fatally wounded on the way to a protected
area and died from their injuries.

o 105 Israelis have been wounded from shrapnel and broken glass
caused by rocket fire. Official reports have 6 severe, 11 moderate and
88 in mild condition, who were treated throughout the country. 194
wounded were injured before they could reach a protected area,
including 1 in critical condition, 5 in moderate and 188 lightly.

o 218 Israeli civilians were treated by MDA staff for anxiety related to the
attacks, some of whom were evacuated for further treatment.

o Two Thai workers killed, as Hamas shot at Gaza border communities.

Major events during the operation:

1. 10/05/2021: The IDF struck a number of targets in the Gaza Strip.
Among the targets struck were Hamas underground transportation
tunnels, two militant  outposts, and eight Hamas terrorist operatives.

2. 11/05/2021: The IDF reinforced forces in the South. Among the targets
struck were offices of the commander Hamas' military unit and of a
senior Hamas official, a weapons depot, and a military compound of
Palestinian Islamic Jihad.

3. 12/05/2021: The IDF and the ISA carried out a complex and
first-of-its-kind operation to simultaneously thwart the efforts of several
senior Hamas commanders. As part of the targets, which included
vehicles and a squadron of anti-tank rocket launchers, a multi-story
building used for Hamas special weapons, and Hamas's terrorist
infrastructure.

4. 13/05/2021: Approximately 7,000 soldiers were called to the border.
The IDF struck four operational apartments of the Hamas terrorist
organization, including high-rise buildings that served as terrorist and
cyber warehouses.
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5. 14/05/2021: The IDF struck a number of strategic structures, including
launch pits and weapons depots of the Hamas terrorist organization
and the GAP. On this day, about 150 targets were struck in the northern
Gaza Strip.

6. 15/05/2021: The IDF continued to strike targets in the Gaza Strip.
Among them, the operational office of the Head of Hamas’ Security
Forces and the houses of Hamas’ high commanders, launch sites,
military intelligence sites. Further, the IDF thwarted a launching attempt
of a drone armed with explosives.
Simultaneously the Israeli Home Front faced a massive attack of
non-stop rockets from the Gaza strip, which reached the Central
of Israel and the Samaria areas.

7. 16/05/2021: IDF aircraft struck underground military infrastructure
belonging to the Hamas terror organization. These tunnels were
located under the road in the area of the strike (Wahda). Hamas
intentionally places its military infrastructure under civilian houses and
infrastructure, exposing civilians to danger.

8. 17/05/2021:IDF fighter jets and aircraft struck nine residences
belonging to high-ranking commanders of the Hamas terror
organization in the Gaza Strip. The residences that were struck were
used to plan terror, and some of the residences were used to store
weapons.

9. Among the Hamas commander residences that were struck: the
residence of the Beit Hanoun battalion commander, the residence of
the Beit Hanoun company commander, the residence of a company
commander in the Sabara battalion in the city of Gaza and the
residence of a company commander in the Shati battalion. In addition,
the IDF struck military infrastructure used for Hamas central command
in the house of an operative responsible for military intelligence in
Shejaiya.

10.The IDF identified six attempts to launch rockets into Israel from
Lebanon. These rockets did not cross into Israeli territory. In response,
IDF artillery forces fired toward the sources of the launches.

Strikes in the Gaza strip:

o The IDF has severely damaged Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad
infrastructure, while also preparing a wide deployment of Iron Dome
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batteries in the region. Operational plans of action have been updated
for the past two weeks.

o The IDF and ISA carried out a complex and first-of-its-kind operation to
simultaneously eliminate a number of senior commanders in the Hamas
terrorist organization, in the city of Gaza and Khan Yunis. The senior
commanders played key parts of the Hamas "General Staff" and were
considered close to the head of the Hamas military wing, Mohammed
Deif.

o The IDF struck numerous weapons manufacturing sites in the northern
Gaza Strip. These terror sites were located in the heart of civilian areas
and were used for the manufacturing of weapons.

o IDF fighter jets struck a 14 multi-story building in the southern Gaza
Strip. The building housed Hamas military intelligence offices, as well as
infrastructure used by the terror organizations to communicate
tactical-military information.

o Overnight the IAF sent 160 aircrafts who dropped 450 missiles on 150
targets in operation in the Gaza strip, as ground troops struck terror
operatives.

o The IDF struck the residences of three operatives in the Hamas terror
organization.

Senior Hamas Terror Officials Neutralized by the IDF
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Relevant links:

IDF Message DATE
IDF: Attached is a video from a situational assessment held by the Chief of the General

Staff, Lt. Gen. Aviv Kohavi, following the recent events: https://bit.ly/33w5w4H

In addition, attached is the following photo on the subject: http://l5k.me/7xkFb_#phnx

Monday,
10/05/2021

21:38

The IDF has begun a wave of strikes against terror targets in the Gaza Strip. Details to
follow.

In addition: attached is a video of IDF strikes in the Gaza Strip until this point:
https://bit.ly/3uBsFyl

Monday,
10/05/2021
23:07 pm

Attached is a video from a situational assessment held by the Chief of the General Staff, Lt.
Gen. Aviv Kohavi, following the recent events: https://bit.ly/33w5w4H

In addition, attached is the following photo on the subject: http://l5k.me/7xkFb_#phnx

Tuesday,
11/05/2021

02:15

IDF strikes against terror targets in the Gaza Strip:
https://idfanc.activetrail.biz/ANC1105202101

In addition, attached is a video from IDF strikes overnight: https://bit.ly/3o3OW5L

Attached is a video on the subject: https://bit.ly/3twry1T

Tuesday,
11/05/2021

07:33

Up until this time, approximately 480 rockets have been fired from the Gaza Strip
towards Israeli territory, and approximately 150 rockets were fired from the Gaza Strip

towards Israeli territory and exploded inside the Gaza Strip.
The Iron Dome Aerial Defense System has intercepted 200 of them.

Tuesday,
11/05/2021

19:30

IDF announcement regarding an IDF strike against a multi-story building used by the Hamas
terror organization: https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ATC1105202115
Please find attached a video on the subject: https://bit.ly/3uExrLI

Please find attached a photo of the military target:
https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC1105202103

IDF strikes against approx. 100 underground launch sites throughout the Gaza Strip:
https://bit.ly/3o7pJHu

Tuesday,
11/05/2021

23:13

The IDF struck an additional multi-story building used by the Hamas terror organization,
which housed the organization's military intelligence and Judea and Samaria Headquarters

A short while ago, IDF fighter jets struck a building used by the Hamas terror
organization in the Rimal neighborhood.

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
04:20
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The building contained headquarters belonging to the Hamas terror organization’s
intelligence unit, the Hamas Judea and Samaria Headquarters, Public Relations department

and the Gaza Brigade.
Prior to the strike, the IDF provided advance warning to civilians in the building and

provided sufficient time for them to evacuate the site.
The IDF is continuing to strike terror targets in the Gaza Strip.

Attached is a video on the subject: https://bit.ly/33yyVeH
In addition, attached is a photo of the building:
https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC1205202104

The IDF and the ISA thwarted high-ranking operatives in the Hamas terror organization’s
intelligence apparatus. About two hours ago, IDF fighter jets, in coordination with the ISA,

struck a building in which operatives from the Hamas terror organization's military
intelligence apparatus were present, thwarting them, including Hassan Kaogi, the Head of
the Hamas Military Intelligence Security Department and his deputy Wail Issa, Head of
the Military Intelligence Counter Espionage Department, who is the brother of Marwan

Issa, the Deputy Commander of the Hamas terror organization

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
05:17

the IDF and the ISA's thwarting of high-ranking operatives in the Hamas terror organization’s
intelligence apparatus: https://bit.ly/2RN3sTm

In addition, attached a video of IDF strikes in the Gaza Strip overnight: https://bit.ly/3uFV725

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
07:05

A short while ago, the IDF struck the house of a high-ranking operative in the Hamas
terror organization, Salih Dahman, that was used to store weapons for Hamas.

Please find attached a video of the strike: https://bit.ly/3uHSFIH

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
09:56

IDF thwarts rocket launch towards the cities of Ashdod and Ashkelon
A short while ago, the IDF struck a rocket launcher belonging to the Hamas terrorist

organization, which was directed at the cities of Ashdod and Ashkelon. The launcher was
prepared to immediately launch ten rockets from the northern Gaza Strip.

The IDF continues to thwart terrorist squads and rocket launches. The public is requested to
remain attentive to IDF instructions.

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
13:34

IDF strikes a squad of Hamas terrorists operating UAV launchers.
Earlier today, an IDF aircraft struck a squad of terrorists operating explosive UAV launchers
belonging to the Hamas terrorist organization in the Gaza Strip. The squad was struck while

they were preparing to launch the UAV into Israeli territory.
Attached is a video of the strike: https://bit.ly/3eFc5bz

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
13:40
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Cleared for publication: in a joint IDF and ISA operation, senior commanders in the Hamas
‘General Staff’ were eliminated

Today, (Wednesday), May 12 2021, The IDF and ISA carried out a complex and
first-of-its-kind operation to simultaneously eliminate a number of senior commanders in the
Hamas terrorist organization, in the city of Gaza and Khan Yunis. The senior commanders
were a key part of the Hamas ‘General Staff’ and are considered close to the head of the

Hamas military wing, Mohammed Deif. Details regarding the dead terrorists will be
announced.

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
14:17

IDF continues waves of strikes, during which weapons manufacturing sites belonging to the
Hamas terrorist organization and the Islamic Jihad were struck

A short while ago, the IDF struck two weapons manufacturing sites in the northern Gaza
Strip. These terror sites were located in the heart of civilian areas and were used for the

manufacturing of weapons.
The Hamas terror organization deliberately places military targets at the center of densely

populated areas in the Gaza Strip. The IDF takes all feasible precautions in order to mitigate
harm to civilians during operational activities. The IDF continues to strike terror targets in the
Gaza Strip and will continue operating with force if needed. Attached is a video of the strikes:

https://bit.ly/2QaGVPJ

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
15:30

IDF Staff Sgt. Omer Tabib was killed this morning as a result of Anti-Tank missile fire during
operational activity to protect the nearby communities Another IDF soldier was severely

injured, and an IDF officer was moderately injured IDF Staff Sgt. Omer Tabib, who served in
the 931st Battalion of the Nachal Infantry Brigade, age 21, from Eliakim, was killed this

morning when an Anti-Tank missile was fired by the Hamas terrorist organization from the
Gaza Strip at Israeli territory.

One IDF soldier was killed, an additional soldier was seriously injured and an IDF officer was
moderately injured as a result of Anti-Tank missile fire during operational activity to protect

civilian communities.The families of the dead and injured soldiers have been notified.
The IDF expresses its heartfelt condolences and will continue to support both the injured and

the families of the soldiers.

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
17:32

IDF strikes vehicle with a squad of Islamic Jihad terrorists operating Anti-Tank
missiles A short while ago, an IDF aircraft struck a vehicle in the southern Gaza Strip, with a

squad of Islamic Jihad terrorists operating Anti-Tank missiles.
Please find attached a video of the strike: https://bit.ly/3hnaFnU

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
19:00

Attached are photos of senior Hamas officials that were killed in a joint operation by the IDF
and the ISA: https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/neutralized-terrorist-photos

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
20:03
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a video of a strike on a Hamas special weapons facility by the Maglan Unit:
https://bit.ly/2Rf1hb1

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
20:46

IDF strikes two Hamas rocket launchers that were directed towards Israeli cities
A short while ago, an IDF aircraft struck two rocket launchers that were prepared to

immediately launch rockets towards Israeli territory. The IDF will continue to strike terror
targets in the Gaza Strip and will continue to respond with force as needed.Please find

attached a video of the strike: https://bit.ly/33DCiRs

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
21:46

The following names are six additional Hamas terrorists who were killed over the past
day

This list is following the previous message on the subject released at 20:06
(12.5.2021)

Thafer Shu, Desk Head at the Research, Development and Manufacturing Project
Mahmoud Fares, Head of the Mechanics Desk at the Research, Development and

Manufacturing Project Majhad Hadidi, Control Engineer at the Research, Development
and Manufacturing Project

Akram Al'ata, assistant to Bassem Issa
Hassan Aki, operative in a Hamas special unit

Kamal Qu'arika, operative in a Hamas special unit
Please find attached additional graphics of the eliminated terrorists:

https://idfanc.activetrail.biz/ANC12052103

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
21:49

IDF strikes a strategic multi-story building belonging to the Hamas terror organization
A short while ago, IDF fighter jets struck a 14-story building in the southern Gaza Strip. The

building housed Hamas military intelligence offices, as well as infrastructure used by the
terror organizations to communicate tactical-military information. Prior to the strike, the IDF

warned civilians in the building, and provided them sufficient time to evacuate the
site. The IDF will continue to strike terror targets as necessary. Please find attached a photo

of the building: https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC12052104

Wednesda
y,

12/05/2021
22:15

IDF strikes strategic buildings and eliminates a number of terrorists belonging to the
Hamas terror organization Over the past few hours, IDF fighter jets and aircraft struck a
number of strategically significant buildings belonging to the Hamas terror organization, as

well as a Hamas naval force squad.   Among the buildings struck was the Hamas terror
organization's main bank. In addition, counterintelligence infrastructure within Hamas's

internal security apparatus buildings was struck. The IDF is continuing to strike terror targets
in the Gaza Strip.

Please find attached a video of the elimination of a Hamas naval force squad:
https://bit.ly/3eHcquf

Thursday,
13/05/2021

01:35
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Additionally, attached is a video of the strike against strategic Hamas targets:
https://bit.ly/3uVr0nP

IDF strikes terror infrastructure in the residence of a Hamas Battalion Commander
A short while ago, IDF fighter jets and aircraft struck terror infrastructure in the residence of

Iyad Tayeb, the commander of the Hamas 'Central Camps' Battalion.
The IDF continues to strike terror targets in the Gaza Strip.

Please find attached a video of the strike: https://bit.ly/3bmVYNC

Thursday,
13/05/2021

02:24

IDF fighter jets and aircraft striking a rocket launch site in the Gaza Strip, a short while
ago:https://bit.ly/3eJENbo

Thursday,
13/05/2021

03:00
At this time, the IDF has struck over 600 terror targets in the Gaza Strip
Please find attached the following IDF announcement regarding the subject:

https://idfanc.activetrail.biz/ANC1305202105
Attached is an aerial photo of the terror tunnel that was struck:

https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC13052021.2
Attached is a video from the terror tunnel strike: https://bit.ly/3hzX7ph

Attached is a video from the strike against the office of the Head of Hamas internal security,
used for counterintelligence: https://bit.ly/3hhxFEK

Attached are aerial photos of the Hamas internal security buildings used for
counterintelligence: https://idfanc.activetrail.biz/ANC1305202106

Thursday,
13/05/2021

08:29

The IDF struck an additional multi-story building belonging to the Hamas terror
organization

A short while ago IDF jets and aircraft struck intelligence offices used by the Hamas
terror organization in the Rimal neighborhood. Prior to the strike, the IDF provided
advance warning to civilians in the building and allowed sufficient time for them to

evacuate the site. The IDF continues to strike terror targets in the Gaza Strip. Please find
attached an aerial photo of the building that was struck:

https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC1305202107
Please find attached a photo of the Islamic National Bank that was struck previously:

https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/anc13052021034

Thursday,
13/05/2021

10:39

The IDF struck a squad of Hamas terrorists operating Anti-Tank missiles in Gaza City and
thwarted a missile attack towards Israeli territory.

Thursday,
13/05/2021

12:13
The IDF conducted strikes on Hamas' underground tunnel network known as their 'metro

tunnel system': Please find attached the announcement regarding the strike:
https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC1405202102 Please find attached a video regarding the

strikes:
https://bit.ly/2SGbUEa

Friday,
14/05/21

8:19
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The IDF continues to strike launch sites belonging to the Hamas terror organization in the
Gaza strip. IDF Fighter jets and aircrafts struck a number of underground launch sites
belonging to the Hamas terror organization in the northern Gaza Strip as well as the

launch site of an aircraft aimed at central Israel. Please find attached a video of the
strike:

https://bit.ly/33JrroY

Friday,
14/05/21

10:29

The IDF strikes a squad of Hamas terrorists during a rocket launching attempt
towards Israeli territory. Please find attached a video of the strike:https://bit.ly/2QiCu5F

Friday,
14/05/21

12:58
The IDF strikes a cyber – equipment storage site of Hamas terror organization cyber

unit. This was a joint effort by the IDF Computer Service Directorate, the IDF Military
Intelligence Directorate and the Israeli Air Force. Please find attached a video of the subject:

https://bit.ly/3fgZrOZ Please find attached an aerial photo of the target that was struck:
https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC1405202105

Friday,
14/05/21

17:02

IDF strikes Hamas naval force targets. Over the past few days, IDF aircrafts have struck
dozens of targets belonging to Hamas naval force, including vessels, weapons

warehouses, observation posts and military compounds. Please find attached a video of
the strike on their vessel warehouse:

https://bit.ly/3uQXpvq Please find attached a video of the Commander of the Israeli Navy,
Maj. General. Eli Sharvit. https://bit.ly/3uP8hdh

Friday,
14/05/21

The IDF stopped a rocket launch squad, during a launch. Please find attached a video of the
strike: https://bit.ly/3hnx4kL

Friday,
14/05/21

19:35
The IDF fighter jets struck a tunnel shaft in the southern Gaza Strip belonging to the
Hamas terror organization, which contained servers and military equipment. The
tunnel shaft was located adjacent to a kindergarten and a mosque, proving again that

Hamas is using densely populated civilian areas. Please find attached a video of the strike:
https://bit.ly/33NvrEU Please find attached an aerial photo of the tunnel shaft:

http://l5k.me/ER1no_#phnx

Friday,
14/05/21

19:47

IDF strikes multi – story building containing a Hamas terror organization bank.
IDF striker jets struck a multi – story building in the northern Gaza Strip, which

contained a branch of a Hamas bank. The strike dealt a significant blow to Hamas'
financial administration, as the branch was used to manage their day to day

operations in their military wing. Please find attached a video of the strike:
https://bit.ly/3uPyGaT Please find an aerial photo of the tunnel shaft:

http://l5k.me/UocuB_#phnx

Friday,
14/05/21

19:56

The Chief of General Staff Lt. Gen. Aviv Kohavi, visited the Iron Dome Air Defense
System battery in the southern region. He commended officers' and soldiers' efforts

throughout Operation 'Guardian of the Walls'. Please find attached a video of the Chief of

Friday,
14/05/21

23:22
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General Staff speaking with soldiers and commanders of the southern region:
https://bit.ly/3uNN8jT

The IDF strikes two weapons storage warehouses belonging to Hamas naval force
operatives. An IDF fighter jet and aircraft struck two apartments which served as

weapons storage warehouses for the Hamas terror organization. The warehouses that
were struck were in the residence of Hamas naval force operative Muhammad Abu

Sala and Fares Abu Shukran. Please find attached a video from the strike:
https://bit.ly/2QjIMln

Friday,
14/05/21

23:53

The IDF aircrafts struck the operational office belonging to Hamas Head of Security Forces,
Tawfiq Abu Naim, in Rimal, that was used as military infrastructure command and control.

Please find attached a video of the strike: https://bit.ly/2QlE7zu

Saturday,
15/05/21

00:20
During the night, the IDF strikes a Hamas military intelligence sight, located in the northern

Gaza Strip. Please find attached a video of the strike:https://bit.ly/3bviRyq
Saturday,
15/05/21

Please find attached the following announcement regarding the IDF strikes of terror
targets in the Gaza Strip overnight:https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC1505202102

Please find attached a video of the strike on the Hamas commanders operational
apartments: https://bit.ly/33KlaJR Attached is a video of the strike on the rocket

launcher sites:
https://bit.ly/3hqvf6P Attached is an aerial photo of the Hamas tunnel shaft located

underneath a hotel's beach in the northern Gaza Strip: https://bit.ly/2Ro4yox
Attached is an aerial photo of the Hamas military intelligence site that was struck last night:

https://bit.ly/3uT9wYU

Saturday
15/05/21

09:37

Last night, the IDF attacked a number of Hamas terror organization senior officials, in an
apartment used as terror infrastructure in the area of the Al-Shati refugee camp in northern
Gaza Strip. The details are under review. The Hamas terror organization deliberately

uses Gazan civilians as a way to shield and cover its hostile operations. The IDF takes
all possible precautions to avoid harming civilians during its operational activities.

Saturday
15/05/21

14:05

IDF strikes multi-story building which contained military assets belonging to Hamas
military intelligence .A short while ago, IDF fighter jets struck a multi-story building
which contained military assets belonging to the intelligence offices of the Hamas

terror organization. The building contained civilian media offices, which the Hamas terror
organization hides behind and uses as human shields. The Hamas terror organization

deliberately places military targets at the heart of densely populated civilian areas in the
Gaza Strip. Prior to the strike, the IDF provided advance warning to civilians in the

building and allowed sufficient time for them to evacuate the site. Please find attached
is an aerial photo of the multi-story building which military assets belonging to the Hamas

terror organization intelligence: https://bit.ly/2SNZ72B

Saturday
15/05/21

16:11
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IDF thwarts launching attempt of a drone armed with explosives A short while ago, the IDF
thwarted an attempt by Hamas terror operatives in Gaza City to launch a drone armed with

explosives towards Israel. As a result of the downing of the drone, the drone fell on the
launch squad and killed two operatives.

Saturday
15/05/21

17:06

IDF strikes the houses of the commanders of the Hamas 'Central Camps' Brigade and
the Hamas 'Karrara' Battalion, both of which served as Hamas military infrastructure.
Earlier today, IDF fighter jets struck the house of Tisar Mevasher, commander of the Hamas
'Karrara' Battalion in Khan Yunis, and the house of Azi Tama'a, commander of the Hamas
'Central Camps' Brigade in Deir al-Balah. Both houses served as military infrastructure for
the Hamas terror organization. Damage to these infrastructures dealt a blow to the military

capabilities of the Hamas terror organization.

Saturday
15/05/21

20:52

IDF strikes the house of the Chief of Staff of Special Operations belonging to the Hamas
terror organization. A short while ago, an IDF fighter jet struck the house of Raed Saad,

Chief of Staff of Hamas Special Operations, which served as terror infrastructure. Attached is
an aerial photo of the strike: https://bit.ly/3fjcH5G Attached is a video of the strike:

https://bit.ly/3w7dmOr

Saturday
15/05/21

22:12

IDF locates and eliminates two Surface-to-Surface missile operatives belonging to the
Islamic Jihad. A short while ago, IDF aircraft eliminated two Islamic Jihad

Surface-to-Surface missile operatives
located in Khan Yunis, and in the Meghazi refugee camp. Attached is a video of the

eliminations: https://bit.ly/3w80HL3

Saturday
15/05/21

22:17

IDF strikes the house of the Hamas commander of the Al-Parkain Battalion. A short
while ago, an IDF fighter jet struck the house of Khaled Manamara, commander of the

Al-Farka’in Battalion belonging to the Hamas terror organization, which served as
terror infrastructure. At this time, the IDF continues to strike terror targets in the Gaza

Strip. Attached is a video of the strike: https://bit.ly/33NhneW

Saturday
15/05/21

22:45

Please find attached a video published six months ago, in which an official from the
Hamas terror organization, Basal S'aalhea, unveils the Hamas ‘Metro’ project:

https://bit.ly/3ye831y In addition, attached is an illustration video of the IDF thwarting the
Hamas ‘Metro’ project: https://bit.ly/3hu2NRE

Saturday
15/05/21

23:03

According to preliminary findings:
IDF aircraft struck underground military infrastructure belonging to the Hamas terror

organization,which was located under the road in the relevant area (Wahda). Hamas
intentionally locates its military infrastructure under civilian houses, thus exposing civilians to

danger.

Sunday
16/05/21

3:04
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https://bit.ly/3fjcH5G
https://bit.ly/3w7dmOr
https://bit.ly/3w80HL3
https://bit.ly/33NhneW
https://bit.ly/3ye831y
https://bit.ly/3hu2NRE


The IDF attacked the Hamas terrorist organization's Ministry of Internal Security:
https://bit.ly/2SY7WHr

Sunday
16/05/21

18:31

The IDF attacked a military intelligence compound of the Hamas terrorist
organization: https://bit.ly/3ol8a6U

Monday:
17/05/21

0:44

Overnight, the IDF conducted a third round of strikes against the Hamas 'Metro' tunnel
system in the northern Gaza Strip. As part of the strike, approximately 35 terror

targets and 15 kilometers of the tunnel system were struck by 54 IDF fighter jets.
This strike is part of the IDF's significant operation against the underground terror

infrastructure in the Gaza Strip: https://bit.ly/3yideO4

Monday:
17/05/21

8:16

IDF fighters stopped an attempted car bomb attack in Huwwara and arrested the
terrorist.

IDF fighters identified a suspicious vehicle in Hawara in the area of   the Samaria Territorial
Brigade. The suspect in the attempted attack, which was transferred for further investigation

by the security forces.

Monday:
17/05/21

10:17

The IDF stopped a Hamas naval attack
An unmanned submarine of the terrorist organization was destroyed and several of its
operatives were killed, after observations by the navy identified an organization for the

attack:https://bit.ly/2RXpzGO

Monday:
17/05/21

14:52

IDF strikes the main operations centre of the Hamas Internal Security Forces in the
Rimal neighbourhood

IDF fighter jets struck the main centre for the internal security forces, the IDF provided
advanced warning to the occupants of the building and allowed sufficient time for them to

evacuate the sites.

Find attached an aerial image of the building that was struck:

http://l5k.me/MLAEN_#phnx

Please find attached a video of the strike:

https://bit.ly/33SVPNM

Monday:
17/05/21

19:05
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https://bit.ly/2SY7WHr
https://bit.ly/3ol8a6U
https://bit.ly/3yideO4
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http://l5k.me/MLAEN_#phnx
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Yesterday, on the eve of the Jewish holiday “Shavuot”, Hamas terrorists fired a rocket
that directly hit the Yad Michael synagogue in Ashkelon, two hours before prayer

services began.

Please find attached a video of the Commanding Officer of the Home Front Command
visiting the site:

https://bit.ly/33QnBuh

Please find attached photos of sites destroyed by Hamas rockets:

https://idfanc.activetrail.biz/ANC17052021.1

Monday:
17/05/21

20:05

The IDF struck five houses belonging to high ranking commanders in Hamas:

1 - senior member of the military wing and the head of combat support.

2 - commander of the Nuhba battalion in the Gaza Strip.

3 - commander of the souther Khan Yunis battalion.

4 - commander of the Nuhba battalion in Shuja’uyya

Please find attached a video regarding the subject:

https://bit.ly/3uPyzw5

Monday:
17/05/21

20:58

The Chief of General Staff Lt. Gen. Aviv Kochavi visited the southern command:

The Chief of Staff to the heads of the southern authorities: ‘your leadership, and the
resilience of the citizens, exhibit great strength’.

Please find attached photos:

http://l5k.me/9frXv_#phnx

Tuesday:
18/05/21:

01:59

The IDF striked the Hamas ‘metro tunnel system’:
Tuesday:
19/05/21:

08:44
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https://bit.ly/33QnBuh
https://bit.ly/3uPyzw5
http://l5k.me/9frXv_#phnx


The tunnel system was struck by 110 guided armaments. Please find attached the following
announcement:

https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC1805202103

Please find attached the photos:

https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/anc1805202101

Please find attached a video of a strike on a rocket launching site:

https://bit.ly/3uXiqot

Please find attached the following footage of an IDF strike that was cancelled because of the
presence of civilians.

https://bit.ly/33WMGUo

Wednesda
y 19/05/21:

09:05

The IDF continued the fifth stage of strikes on the Hamas Metro Tunnel system:

Please find attached the following announcement:

https://IDFANC.activetrail.biz/ANC19052021.2

Please find attached a video of the fifth night of the strikes:

https://bit.ly/3wlSS4L

Please find attached a video of the strikes of the terror targets:

https://bit.ly/3v0mBzQ

Wednesda
y 19/05/21:

09:47
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